Fiona Peart – Watercolour Flowers - 12 October 2015
Fiona was going to demonstrate painting flowers in a simple way and had drawn some
outlines with a water-soluble pencil; not a complete drawing of the picture.
She usually used 4 types of brush: A Broad brush, size 12 round, in natural squirrel or
sable, a 'Sword' brush, a 'Dagger' brush and a hard stippling brush.
She does not rest her hand on the paper as this restricts movement but rests on her
little finger. She was working with two brushes for speed and so as not to waste pigment
by having to continually wash the brush out.
Starting off with the broad brush to show a leaf shape; touch, press and lift.

The broad brush, being natural, holds a lot of water and is dipped in light green and
then dark green just on the tip, this gives the effect of a variable green as the brush is
swept across the paper.
For a Freesia, small green blobs and then purple. Purple in the brush and pink on the tip
giving the same effect as above. Then a small stalk in green.

Now for Buttercups; this time yellow in the brush and pink on the tip, although the pink
was only used for the demonstration as it shows up better.

She said she was not colouring in a shape but moulding the brush to make the shape. She
then used an 'Embossing Tool', a perspex brush handle, to effectively scrape out pigment
to make lighter lines in the leaves. More petals were painted by pressing, lifting and
tapering.

Poppies - The Stippling brush with green was used to make a background by flicking
paint onto the paper and then stippled with the brush. This creates a soft focus
background. The brush had been dipped in water, squeezed and bashed into the palm of
her hand to remove excess water.
The brush was loaded with orange and pink on the tip.

The embossing tool was used to tease out hairs on the stalk.

After a quick dry with a hair-dryer some shadows were added. These were to define a
second layer; not to cover up what is already there. Err on the side of caution; do not do
too much. A few little spots in the centre of the flower were added for detail and teased
towards the centre with the embossing tool.

Fiona had prepared another picture with an outline sketch again using a water-soluble
pencil. This time she was going to demonstrate the 'Sword Brush'. She said that it can be
used effectively for water by twisting it as it is swept across the paper
Roses – Fiona started with the sword brush using pink and then dark green for the leaves.

For the Buddleia, Fiona started with the stippling brush for the body of the flower with
lilac and purple. She then put the stems in followed by the leaves using the Sword brush
twisting the brush along the leaf.
The Dagger brush is also used for leaves but is smaller than the Sword and is turned and
twisted during each stroke, the faster it is done the more realistic the effect. Serrations
are teased out with the embossing tool and the edges softened using the stippling brush
and plain water well squeezed out. The stippling brush was also used to put in a hint of
shadow.
Now for Irises – Pink and purple was used starting with a bud; round brush; press brush
and lift.

For the main flower, press sword brush and twist down length of petal making it rich on
top but lighter in the centre.

For the lower petals, press whole brush

Leaves were put in using the round brush and light green and then lines teased in with a
bit of burnt sienna.
Now another rose – Fiona washed some pink on for a background just to get rid of the
white paper. The sword brush was used with pink in round sweeping thick and thin
strokes. The sword brush gives angular as opposed to round strokes.

Country Green was used for the leaves and stalks, pink for the buds using a dagger
brush. Some leaves were added, always start at the tip for a good leaf but at the stem
for a moth-eaten leaf. She used a torn piece of card, torn in a semi-circle to mask the
flower whilst adding a bit of background.

Sunflower – Started with a dark centre and then cadmium yellow for the petals

A turquoise background was added then more petals and leaves. Part of the turquoise
area was for the pot by brushing in vertical lines. The pot was painted in purple and
then vertical lines scraped in with the embossing tool.

And finally Fiona with the finished demonstration picture.

For those like myself who can't or don't paint flowers this was certainly an inspiration in
simplicity.
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